
Editing Colours in the 
Skydance App



This is the first page you will see 
when you enter the skydance app.



Click anywhere on this bar to 
begin customizing your lights.



Doing this will take you to the 
“Static colour” page.



Click on the “Mode” icon on the 
bottom toggle bar.



Now you are on the “Mode” page.



Click “Edit” in the top right corner.



Now you are on the “Edit & Save” 
page. We will need to go one step 
further to edit colours.



Click on the 3 dots in the top right 
corner.



There will be a drop down with 4 
options



Choose “Edit Color”



Now you are on the static portion 
of the “Mode colour” page



Click on “Dynamic”



Now you are on the dynamic 
portion of the “Mode colour” page. 
From here you can edit any of 
these colour combinations.



This row gives you 1 colour to edit.



This row gives you 2 colours to edit.



This row gives you 4 colours to edit.



This row gives you 8 colours to edit.



Once you have chosen a Colour 
combination to edit, choose the first 
square to edit the color



To edit the colour you can use the 
colour wheel…



Or you can click on this bar to 
change the RGB code directly



Here you can change the amounts 
of red, green and blue in a color.

You can go online to find the specific 
RGB code of a sports team, flower, 
or shade of a color.



For example by looking up RGB 
codes for the Calgary Flames we 
can find that the Calgary Flames 
logo uses (200, 16, 46) for red, and 
(241, 190, 72) for yellow.



You can adjust the RGB codes by 
using these sliders.



NOTE: The colour shown in these 
boxes is not exactly how it will 
appear on your house. As you 
change colours using the sliders or 
the colour wheel your lights will 
show the color being created. To get 
the desired colour look at your lights 
to make sure they are the colour 
that you want.



Click here to go back



Now you are back on the “Edit & 
Save” page.



Click “Save” to save the changes 
you have made.



If it does not say “Load success” 
then try again. 

It should say “Load success”



Click here to go back again.



You will now be able to find your 
edited mode on the “Mode” page.


